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CYBER SECURITY / Forensic analytics
Network Visibility, Anomaly Detection and Event Mitigation
At one tenth the cost of leading competitors, Mimir Networks is providing cyber security tools to
address the issue of constantly evolving attacks. Mimir provides an experienced trusted security adviser,
in the form of intelligence tools, to augment knowledge of IT staff and allow them to proactively protect
their networks. We have also developed the world’s first Petabyte+ distributed network forensics
platform that can be distributed across a campus or housed in a single data center.
Mimir provides protection for large enterprise, Internet Service Providers (ISP), data centers and small
to medium size business. We do this with a combination of Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) and/or on-premise appliance.
A Canadian company, Mimir was founded by network security professionals who spent over 25 years
building and protecting some of the world’s largest networks.

Products and Services
A single source Forensic, Audit and Compliance tool for enterprise and government
PacketMonster provides “single source of truth” for network traffic with the first Petabyte+ distributed
network forensics platform.
PacketMonster leverages commodity hardware, along our proprietary algorithms, for data storage while
maintaining a carrier class network design. PacketMonster is the world’s first Petabyte+ distributed
network forensics platform that can be distributed across a campus or housed in a single data center,
depending on the requirements of client’s network. This versatility provides the ability to replay and
investigate all data to identify if the attack was initiated by a 0 day or another attack vector.
The user interface of the system is designed for single window management, providing data views as
granular as the smallest branch node to as high as the largest data centers. The addition of each unit of

storage adds not only the ability to store data at higher rates and longer periods of time, but increases
the search speed of the system. This methodology, along with Mimir’s algorithms, allows for stability of
the system and avoids the pitfalls of complex SQL queries which can cause time outs when searching
terrabytes of data.
The second product was developed to address the Data Center, Service Provider and Enterprise markets.
By using Mimir’s novel algorithms we can help you identify anomalies and attacks in your network
traffic, not only in and out of your network or private cloud, but on an east-west basis as well, inside
your network. One issues are identified Mimir provides a one click solution to event mitigation.

Core Competencies:
Expertise in large scale (global) network architecture and security. Mimir technologies leverages
commercially off the shelf hardware and SDN technology to create robust security system that can be
managed by general IT staff without the need for senior level engineers or security analysts for systems
management.

Current foreign representation: No





Company subsidiary, joint venture or affiliated company (identify)
Distributor or agent (identify)
Licensing arrangements (identify)
Other (explain)

Relationships: Mimir is seeking the following:
X System Integrators partners
X Value Added Resellers
X Internet Service providers
X Investment in the company
 To invest in other companies
X Licensing opportunities (in or out)
 Other (explain)
Meeting interest: Mimir would like to meet with the following:
X Meet with companies for collaborations, projects and synergies
X Meet with military, government
 Meet with universities and research centers
 Other (explain)

Primary contact information:
Name: Mr. Jim Deleskie, Founder and CTO
E-Mail: deleskie@mimirnetworks.com
Mr. Jim Deleskie, Founder and CTO
Company office address:
1 Douglas Street

Sidney, NS
Canada B1P 1V2
www.mimirnetworks.com
@Mimirnetworks
Alternate contact info:
Mrs. Tara Milburn CEO

